NOTICE

The Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment has called fresh applications for the year 2020-21 under Central Sector Scholarship Scheme of “TOP CLASS EDUCATION FOR SC STUDENTS”. The eligible students may apply through National Scholarship Portal (NSP-2.0), (http://scholarship.gov.in). The last date to apply online is 31.12.2020.

It is for the information to all concerned students who are applying above said scholarship - they are advised to submit application form along with all required documents (duly self-certified) indicating their Name, Roll Number, Branch, Mobile Number, District, State & PIN Code to the scholarship section through email at scholarshipsection@nitj.ac.in (due to COVID-19 pandemic) for verification by the Institute.

The following documents along with (original affidavit through email and speed post only) must reach before 31.12.2020 at Scholarship Section, office of Dean Student Welfare NIT Jalandhar by 5:00 PM positively:

1. Application form with photograph (duly signed)
2. Domicile/Residence Certificate
3. Caste Certificate
4. Income Certificate (Current year / Fresh not older than one year) issued by the Revenue Officer of the State from which the students belongs.
5. Copies Mark Sheet of 10th and 12th (Percentage of class 10+2)
6. Copy of Previous Year DMC/ Result issued by the Institute
7. Minority Certificate, if applicable
8. Disability Certificate, if applicable
9. Latest Bonafide Certificate issued by the Institute’s Academic Section
10. Proof of JEE Main Rank/ Category Rank
11. Adhaar Card of Student (both side)
12. Copy of Bank Passbook First Page (in clear view)
13. Proof of Fee paid (both Institute fee and Hostel fee)
14. Affidavit (Rs. 50/- with Notary attested) as per format of the Institute (Available at Institute website in Scholarship Corner)
15. The students who wants to claim computer / laptop bill (Restricted up to Rs. 45000/-) are advised to attached / upload the bill / cash memo in original which must be in the name of the student only. It would be one time assistance during the entire course.
16. Books and Stationery Bill / cash memo (Restrict up to Rs. 5000/- per annum) must be attached / uploaded in original which must be in the name of the student only.

Please note that the applications of the students shall be verified only on receipt of their original affidavit by post. For postal delay, if any, the Institute shall not be responsible.

All above documents (from Sr. No. 01 to 16) must be sent through email in One PDF File only.

Cc: Scientific Officer - with a request to display this notice on the Institute website at Scholarship Corner